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A: Most likely the * means there are multplie ones like .txt%12.txt not simply some substring of.txt. If that is your case, then you probably have the
script (or parts of it) wrong. I would try: echo.txt\*.* | xargs -n1 -d' ' -I{} -i.txt {} Q: How to flip a simple sprite in three.js? I have this blue cube which
I want to flip by 180 degrees. When I use scene.globe.scale.x = -1; the cube gets flipped all the way around and doesn't just stay upright. I have tried
rotating the.euler angle but the cube still rotates like it's not flipped. How to flip a cube 180 degrees? How can I rotate the cube with the right axis
flipped 180 degrees? // Content and controls var camera, scene, renderer, controls, stats, numberOfVerts = 20, gl, bs, ph, hp, px, py, pz, pxo, pyo, pzo,
pho, hho, sho, pxso, pyso, pzso, pho, ho, sz, bs2, bs3, heso, hop; init(); animate(); // Render loop function init() { // Loader var loader = new
THREE.TextureLoader(); loader.load( 'images/purple.png', function ( texture ) { var map = new THREE.Texture( texture ); map.magFilter =
THREE.LinearMipMapLinearFilter; map.minFilter = THREE.LinearMipMapLinearFilter; map.needsUpdate = true; map.generateMipMap = false;
map.wrapS = map.wrapT = THREE.RepeatWrapping; map.wrapRGB = map.wrapUV = THREE.RepeatWrapping; map.repeat.x = map.repeat.y =
map.repeat.z = 4; map.repeat.y = map. ba244e880a
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